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A MESSAGE FROM LATA CHAIRMAN, COLIN STEWART

2020 has been, and continues to be, a difficult year for our industry and, as we 
look to the restart of tourism to Latin America, it is important that we can come 
together as a community once again. LATA Expo, or ELA as it has been known 
in previous years, has a long history as the essential travel trade event for 
Latin American, whether to meet existing business partners or forging the new 
relationships that has seen the growth in tourism that we have experienced in 
recent years.

The Covid-19 outbreak has shown how important it is that we all work together, 
and I firmly believe that LATA Expo is a key component of ensuring a strong 
restart to tourism to Latin America. As you know, we postponed LATA Expo from 
its traditional June date until October, in the hope that we could run an event in 
London as planned, as well as take LATA Expo into new areas with our inaugural 
Paris and Amsterdam events. 

Looking at the ongoing Covid-19 situation, the ever changing government advice 
and the risk of further outbreaks we now feel that it is unrealistic to try and hold 
a physical event in London this year. However, as LATA Expo is such an important 
event for our industry, I’m delighted to be able to announce that we will run the 
event in a virtual way, retaining as much of the spirit of LATA Expo as possible, 
delivering high-quality one-to-one meetings and engaging and informative 
content. The LATA Expo Virtual will take place between the 12th and 16th October, 
across five days, with a schedule designed to account for the time difference 
between the UK and Latin America.

I’m also delighted to announce that we will be returning to London in 2021, with 
LATA Expo taking place at the fantastic Battersea Evolution between the 14th and 
16th June. We will also be taking LATA Expo to Amsterdam and Paris on the 21st 
and 23rd June respectively.

For those of you that have already booked and paid to come to LATA Expo 2020, 
we have a variety of options available to you in terms of your participation in 
2020 and 2021, giving all exhibitors the flexibility to do whatever works best for 
them as a business. 

If you have any queries about the event and the options available to you, please 
contact either the LATA Team or the Jacobs Media team, who will be pleased to 
give you any information or help that you need.
I do hope that you will join us for LATA Expo Virtual in October, and I look 
forward to seeing you back in London in 2021.

Regards,

Colin Stewart 
LATA Chairman



Prices are quoted exclusive of VAT and other taxes which will be charged at the prevailing 
rate as required. Prices are subject to change. Errors and omissions excepted.

LATA Expo Virtual: 12-16 October 2020

STANDARD EXHIBITOR PACKAGE

• A personalised appointment diary of 
up to 39 meetings with buyers and 
media

• Access to full programme of seminars 
on the latest products, trends and hot 
topics

• Up to two members of your team 
can take part in each meeting at no 
additional cost

• Standard entry on the event website 
 

EXHIBITOR COSTS

• LATA member : £1195
• Non-LATA member: £1400

EXHIBITOR REGISTRATION AND 
SELECTION

Because LATA Expo is oversubscribed, 
LATA will apply a selection criteria to 
ensure that as many of our members 
are able to take part over the course 
of a few years. That means  that some 
organisations that have attended LATA 
Expo for the last few years will be 
asked to take a year out to allow other 
companies to exhibit. LATA will always 
give preference to member organisations 
over non-members, and will consider 
various factors in making the selections 
as fair as possible.

Prices are quoted exclusive of VAT and other taxes which will be charged at the prevailing 
rate as required. Prices are subject to change. Errors and omissions excepted.

INTRODUCTION

LATA Expo (formerly Experience Latin America)is the most exciting and 
productive B2B travel event in Europe, bringing together key suppliers from Latin 
America and buyers from the UK and Europe.

In 2020, the seventh edition of LATA Expo will take place as a virtual event due to 
the Covid-19 pandemic and the restrictions on international travel.

Entry is open to ALL LATA and non-LATA members, operating services within 
Latin America across all sectors (overland to luxury) including the below:

• Accommodation suppliers – to include Hotels, Lodges, Camps, B&B’s, House
• Boats, Expedition and Cruise Ships etc. operating within Latin America.
• Transportation & Excursion suppliers – to include DMC’s, Car Hire companies, 

Boats, mobile safaris and specialist service suppliers operating within Latin 
America

• Tourist Boards – all Latin America Tourist Boards
• Airlines – operating to/from and within Latin America

To ensure an optimum cross-section of exhibitors from across Latin America, the 
number of suppliers per country will be capped.

Buyers are carefully selected based on their current Latin America business 
or potential new business to Latin America. This includes Owners, Product 
Managers, Sales Consultants, Marketing and Commercial Managers from the 
following sectors:

• Worldwide Tour Operators with Latin America specific sales departments
• Latin America Specialist Tour Operators
• Adventure/Overland Operators
• Bespoke Concierge Operators
• Travel Agents
• Leisure/Resort Operators
• MICE Operators
• Selected European Operators
• Selected Media (Freelance and Editors)



Danny Callaghan
Latin American Travel Association

t: +44(0)203 372 4185
danny@lataexpo.travel

Jacobs Media Group Limited, 52 Grosvenor Gardens London SW1W 0AU 
The Latin American Travel Associations, 7/8 Kendrick Mews, London SW7 3HG

www.lataexpo.travel

Please contact the LATA Expo 
team for further information:

Isabella Sharp
Jacobs Media Group

t: +44 (0)7972 450234
isabella.sharp@jacobsmediagroup.com


